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With reference to South Ribble, I would like to make two specific points.

Leyland St Ambrose currently divides Buckshaw Village into two, a situation which might continue if/when the authority boundary between Chorley and South Ribble is reformed. I would hope that the Commission is able to make the current Buckshaw division more ""straight forward"" even if it is unable to make a decision on whether the site - one of the largest of its type in the North West - has to fall within one local authority's boundaries or not.

The current Leyland St Ambrose ward incorporates Buckshaw with an unusual bulb-like shape at the south-east, and moves into Farington at the north with an unnatural ""spike"". I suggest both these points can and should be amended.

Tardy Gate currently divides a relatively new housing development at its north-east point, which can be improved by making a new boundary with Walton-le-Dale which follows the former railway line at the south and then the back of Todd Lane houses to the east."